Effective weak transition currents for meson and baryon systems with light-through-heavy flavors are derived unifiedly in COQM. From these we can deduce many relations among relevant form factors which concern mesons and baryons of all possible flavor-configurations; including those in heavy-light-quark systems, generally believed to be due to the heavy-quark symmetry. § 1. Introduction
Recently the heavy quark effective theory (HQET) 1 > has aroused interest among high energy physicists as a promising effective theory describing strong interactions of heavy quarks within the framework of QCD. It is especially interesting that HQET is able to derive the relations among weak transition-matrix elements in heavy-light quark systems and to reduce the number of relevant independent form factors (FF's) in the limit of infinite heavy quark mass mQ==.
>
There the relations seem to be derived only by resorting to the heavy quark symmetry (HQS), which concerns only a single heavy-constituent of the system (taking no account of the other light constituent), without referring to the Lorentz-transformation property of hadron as a whole entity.
However, we would like to mention that, in order to define invariant form factors, it is generally necessary to have covariant wave functions of hadrons concerning both spin and space-time variables of their constituent quarks. Actually we are able to derive completely the same relations of weak form factors for mesons 3 > and baryons 4 >.*> in the covariant oscillator quark model (COQM). 5 >.s> Here the covariant wave functions with a definite Lorentz-transformation property are defined in a unified way for mesons and baryons with any flavor-configurations, and no symmetry like HQS, specific to heavy-light-quark systems, is supposed.
The general framework of COQM may be called the boosted LS-coupling scheme, and the wave functions, being 13 > generally tensors in 0(4) 6 >®0(3, I)-space, reduce, in the hadron rest frame, to those in SU(2)spin®0(3)orbit-space in the non-relativistic quark model (NRQM). The spinor and space-time portions of wave functions satisfy separately the respective covariant equations, the Bargmann-Wigner (BW) equations for the former and the covariant oscillator equation (in the limit of a pure-confining force) for the latter. The origin of the above-mentioned relations of FF's, as will be *) Detailed analyses of decay spectra and width of mesons3l and baryons'l are also made in these works.
shown in the following, is in the use of BW spinor functions in COQM.
Recently we have argued 7 > that, in deriving the FF relations in HQET, the BW spinor functions are also implicitly supposed. A physical basis for this argument is the fact that the BW equations are equivalent to the corresponding set of "free" Dirac equations of all constituent quarks in parton-like motion: That is, the BW equation describes the (spin portion of) wave function of a composite system, whose constituents are all moving with equal velocity, the velocity of the hadron. Thus, it seems to us that the physical origin of the FF relations and, in turn, of the validity of the BW equation for describing hadron systems, may be obtained from sources other than the HQS which concerns only specific heavy-light quark-flavor systems.
For many years we have applied 8 > the COQM to investigate the properties of hadrons with any flavor configurations and achieved considerable successes. In COQM the squared-mass spectra of hadrons are described by a covariant potential consisting of the two terms,
The relevant general character of the boosted LS -coupling scheme reflects the properties that the confining potential Uconf is spin-independent and determines the global structures of mass spectra; while the spin-dependent (and spin-independent) potential UOGE, representing the perturbative-QCD effects, induces some mixing among the mass levels in the pure-confining limit. Here note that, in most of the other potential approaches, the above postulate is made concerning the mass itself, rather than for the mass-squared as in COQM. In this connection it may be instructive, on the one hand, to remember a well-known phenomenological fact that squared-mass spin-spin-splittings, L1M 2 = M/-Mt., between the ground state vector and pseudoscalar mesons, considered to be due to perturbative QCD effects, are almost of equal magnitude, regardless of the quark-content of mesons. On the other hand, recently we have found promising evidence 10 J,l1J that the global structure of hadron mass spectra is actually described well by a universal spin-independent (spring) confiningpotential Uconf, reproducing the experimental Regge-trajectories of systems with all flavor combinations observed to this time.
In the following we shall report on the results of the application of COQM to derive the effective weak transition currents of mesons and baryons with general flavor combinations and explain the essential points in deriving them. § 
Systematics of hadrons in COQM
In COQM all non-exotic qq-mesons and-baryons are described unifiedly by multi-local fields; hi-local and tri-local ones, respectively as 
where X"(r"···) is the center of mass (relative) coordinate, and .__)11 2 is a squared-mass operator depending on relative coordinate variables. The first (second) term of Eq. (3) corresponds to the positive (negative) frequency part of the center of mass plane-wave motion with a definite total four-momentum Pn and a mass Mn=/-Pn
•
As was mentioned above, the spin portions Un( Wn) of positive (negative) frequency internal wave functions lfln<+J (r, ···, Pn)= Un(P)fn(r, ···; Pn) ( lflnH= Wnfn), satisfy the respective BW equations. The Bargmann-Wigner spinor functions (of positive frequency parts) are reducible and decompose into the irreducible components for mesons and baryons, respectively, as follows: (6) where all the components depend on the four-velocity of hadrons, v"=P"/M, and C ( = r4rz in our representation) is an anti-particle conjugation matrix satisfying r"r = -Cy"C-
In Eq. (5) the Pn(v) and the Vn,p(v) represent spin-singlet ("pseudoscalar") Fierz-components and spin-triplet ("vector") ones, respectively. In Eq. (6) the first (second) term is anti-symmetric (symmetric) with regard to the first and second Dirac-spinor-indices. The un<AJ, the u~~;J and the un<sJ denote the spin 1/2 "Dirac spinor", the spin 3/2 "Rarita-Schwinger spinor-vector" and the spin 1/2 "Dirac spinor" Fierz-components, respectively. Here it may be instructive to note that the BW spinor for mesons (baryons) is a direct product of positive and negative energy Dirac spinors (of three positive energy Dirac spinors) concerning respective constituent quarks or anti-quarks. The Pauli conjugate BW spinors are defined as and are written in terms of the irreducible components as (8) 
The oscillator space-time wave functions for mesons and baryons, for example, in the case of ground states, are given as follows: (a) meson systems 
where ]I,2,(P', P)=j,(X =O)P'P, and q, is the four-momentum of W±-boson. The respective concrete forms of effective weak currents j,(P', P)( = ]J,(P', P)+ ]2,(P', P)) are obtained by substituting the actual form of the total wave functions, given by Eqs. (5), (6), (10) and (11), into Eqs. (13) and (14). We have collected the results for meson and baryon systems, respectively, in Tables I (a) and (b). As is seen from Table I , the effective currents are manifestly covariant, and represented directly in terms of ordinary "local fields" (Fierz-components of multilocal ones) and the relevant structure functions I(w) of w=-v· v' (see Table I for their definitions). These functions contain only the parameters, respective relevant quark masses, and a universal spring constant, which have been determined through analysis of the mass spectra.
Here we give some general notes on effective currents (for detailed concrete results, see Refs. 3) and 4)): Here it should be noted that our effective current is described by one independent FF, U~uu, while in HQET (Dirac spinor being supposed only on heavy quark) two independent FF's are required.
>
Moreover, assuming the iso-spin symmetry U~nn=U~uu =U~ud, the currents for decays J:b+(uub)-+J:c*++(uuc) and Ab(udb)-+Ac(udc) are described by one FF, U~nn, 4 > while three FF's 11 > are required in HQET. Furthermore, since our structure functions depend only upon the constituent-quark masses of initial and final hadrons, the effective currents for all the relevant processes Ab/J:b<*>(nnb)-+ Ac/J:c<*>(nnc) to HQET are described by this one FF, U~nn(w). iii) As was stressed, our effective currents concern hadrons with general flavor configuration and are not limited within the heavy-light-quark system. Here we. give three examples which may be interesting for actual applications. iv) Our effective currents given in Table I are for weak transitions between the ground-states. However, they are also applicable to transitions between ground and/ or excited-states with the structure functions/, if changed appropriately following the general procedures of COQM.
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In conclusion we add some remarks on COQM. This theory has a long history of development since the hi-local theory of Yukawa.
13 J The kinematical framework of boosted LS-coupling for mass-squared applied in the present paper is almost, with some modification on the space-time portion, the same as that in the preceding works.
